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“Master Liu, you must be mistaken!” “It must be~” For a while, not only
Han Dongmin was surprised, but Zhou Sheng and other rough suppliers
stood up and said eagerly to Liu Chuanzhi.

However, regarding this, Liu Chuanzhi just smiled: “I only said that no
stone can enter my eyes. But I didn’t say that they are all waste rocks.”

“Well, what does Master Liu mean?” Zhou Sheng and others continued
Ask.

Ignoring the rough stone suppliers, Liu Chuanzhi looked at Han Dongmin
and said in a deep voice: “Hanshi, these 28 stones are of good quality.
Some of them may also produce ice-like jade. Glass jadeite is not
impossible.”

“But unfortunately, it is difficult to solve the jade of the glass type
Zhengyang green. As for the emperor green, it is impossible.”



Hearing this, Han Dongmin suddenly laughed. “It’s worthy of being
Master Liu. If you see more green, you have a high vision. All jadeites
other than Zhengyang Green Emperor Green are already difficult to see
Master Liu’s eyes. However, for me, ice-type jade is enough. “” Master
Liu, please recommend a few dollars, I will buy it now.”

Han Dongmin said with a smile.

He thought that Zhou Sheng and these profiteers had teamed up to get
him from the waste stone pit, but when he heard that, Han Dongmin was
relieved.

He didn’t have any extravagant hopes for such rare treasures as
Zhengyang Green and Emperor Green.

As far as he is concerned, as long as he can produce some good quality
ice-type jadeite, he is content.

As for the glass type, it is undoubtedly a great surprise.

“Okay.”

Liu Chuanzhi responded, and then ordered six of the twenty-eight rough
stones in front of him.

“These six rough stones, whether they are fineness, shell, or cracks, are
the best among the 28 pieces.”



“If Han Shi wants to start, he can choose from these six pieces. Ten
percent is at least ninety percent, and the green is bullish.”

Liu Chuanzhi stood with his hand in hand, and said lightly.

Confident words are full of majesty.

However, after Liu Chuanzhi said this, the bald man Zhou Sheng stood
up with a gloomy expression and stared at Liu Chuanzhi angrily: “Master
Liu, what do you mean?” “I haven’t offended you before. Right?” “But the
four major suppliers, each of you ordered two rough stones, but you
didn’t order one of my rough stones?” “Are you humiliating my Zhoushi
jewelry?”

Zhou Sheng spoke coldly, speaking in a cold voice, full of anger over his
old face.

After all, among the four rough stone suppliers present, Liu Chuanzhi
picked six rough stones that were most likely to produce green, but they
did not have one of their Zhou family.

What does this mean?

This is clearly telling Han Dongmin that what Zhou Sheng brought with
him is all waste rocks that are hard to be green.

This is undoubtedly like a slap on Zhou Sheng’s face, making it difficult
for him to be a man in front of Han Dongmin.



Facing Zhou Sheng’s questioning, Liu Chuanzhi faintly replied: “You
think too much. The old man looks at the stone and always treats the
wrong person.” “A good stone is a good stone, and a waste stone is a
waste stone. No matter where he comes from Hearing Liu Chuanzhi’s
words, Zhou Sheng was undoubtedly even more angry: “Master Liu
meant that the rough stone of my Zhou family is a waste stone?” “I didn’t
say it, you said it yourself.”

“You~ “
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Seeing that Zhou Sheng was about to turn his face, Han Dongmin
smiled and persuaded: “Zhou, why get angry? Master Liu didn’t mean to
target you. Besides, the stone that Master Liu just ordered was just his
guess.”

“What he ordered is not necessarily good. If he doesn’t order, it doesn’t
have to be bad.”

“What’s more, even if Mr. Zhou really looked away this time and didn’t
bring any good rough stones, I won’t Blame you. After all, people make
mistakes, horses make mistakes.”

Under Han Dongmin’s persuasion, Zhou Sheng had to swallow his anger
into his stomach and coldly reminded Han Dongmin: “Han City, the heart
of defense is indispensable. This Master Liu, even if he is a disciple of
the “Stone King”, you can’t believe his words!” “Maybe he can unite with
others, point out waste as treasure and deceive Han City?” Zhou Sheng
sneered.



When Liu Chuanzhi heard this, he was also sullen: “Does Zhou always
doubt my personality?” “In that case, I will appoint a stone. How about
the on-site calcination?” “If it collapses, I will pay for it, Liu Chuanzhi!” Liu
Chuanzhi is also a man of strong temperament. After speaking, he
immediately took out one of the six rough stones he had ordered before,
and then began to lay the stone in public!

Soon, a dazzling green color appeared.

“It’s green! It’s green~” “I’ll go, Master Liu is okay.”

“It’s really green to say green.”

“Although it is not a precious jade, it is obviously up.”

“It seems that “Stone King” The apprentice of, really didn’t blow it.”

Greg Shen couldn’t help exclaiming when he saw the scene before him,
and his eyes on Liu Chuanzhi suddenly changed.



“Zhou, what else can you say now?” Liu Chuanzhi looked at Zhou Sheng
and asked sharply.

Zhou Sheng’s old face was pale, and he was speechless, and finally
apologized to Liu Chuanzhi: “Master Liu, sorry, it is the heart of my villain
Zhou Sheng that has saved the belly of a gentleman.”

Then Zhou Sheng looked at Han Dongmin on the side, ashamed. Said:
“Han City, I Zhou Sheng made a joke, and I have no face to stay any
longer, so I will leave.”

After the words fell, Zhou Shengdang summoned his subordinates, took
his own rough stone, and prepared to leave.

However, when Zhou Sheng was installing the stone, his hand suddenly
slipped, and a rough stone from Pagan suddenly turned over on the
ground.

Under this shock, the python skin shell outside was quietly shaking off.

For a moment, a crack was opened on the rough stone, and a dazzling
green color appeared in between.

“This…this is~” The other people didn’t care about this scene, but Liu
Chuanzhi’s face trembled. The whole person 69fb2de0 ran over and
looked out with the stone.

“Heiwusha, there are wax shells, and Pagannanqi produces good
products!” “Big python, colored and hidden, and green pythons are



crazy!” “Hanshi, good material, good material~” Liu Chuanzhi, the whole
person was like crazy, excited, ecstatic, and while touching the rough
stone, he said eagerly to Han Dongmin again and again.

Liu Chuanzhi’s reaction in this way shocked everyone in the entire hall.

When Zhou Sheng saw this, he was also surprised.

Immediately after snatching the rough stone from Liu Chuanzhi, he said
in a cold voice: “Master Liu, I am afraid I have misunderstood it. As you
said before, the rough stones of our Zhou family are all waste stones.
There is no good material!” , Liu Chuanzhi picked up the original stone
and was about to leave.

“Mr. Zhou stayed for a stay, Mr. Zhou stayed for a stay~” “It was a
misunderstanding before, why go to my heart?” “How much is this rough
stone, I bought it by Han Dongmin!”

This is~” This scene, other people didn’t care about it, but Liu Chuanzhi’s
face trembled. The whole person 69fb2de0 ran over and took the stone
and looked out. “Hei Wusha, there are wax shells, Pa Gan Nan Qi has
good products!

“The big python is colored and hidden, and it is crazy to see the green
python!”

“Han Shi, good material, good material~” At this time, Liu Chuanzhi was
like crazy, excited, and ecstatic. While touching the rough stone, he said
eagerly to Han Dongmin. Liu Chuanzhi reacted like this, let it be.
Everyone in the entire hall was shocked. Zhou Sheng was also shocked



when he saw this. Then he snatched the rough stone from Liu Chuanzhi,
and said coldly, “Master Liu, I am afraid I have misunderstood, just like
you As I said before, the rough rocks of our Zhou family are all waste
rocks.

After speaking, Liu Chuanzhi picked up the original stone and was about
to leave. “Zhou Zong stayed, Mr. Zhou stayed.”

“It was a misunderstanding before, so why bother?

“How much is this rough stone, I bought it by Han Dongmin!”
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Seeing that Zhou Sheng seemed to be still angry, and now he turned his
head and left without any explanation, Han Dongmin hurriedly held back.

After all, Master Liu could be so excited, it is estimated that Zhou
Sheng’s rough stone is incredible.



If he could sell a piece of top-quality jade, he would have lost it before,
and he would have recovered it this time, and he would be able to
overfulfill the jade purchasing task assigned to him by the city.

Thinking of himself, Han Dongmin certainly wouldn’t let Zhou Sheng go.

“Yeah, Mr. Zhou, why be angry?” “It was a misunderstanding before.
Besides, Hanshi never doubted your integrity from the beginning to the
end. Why are you angry with Hanshi?” At this time, Han Dongmin’s
driver Meng Guang also spoke out to persuade.

Seeing everyone’s persuasion, Zhou Sheng, who had originally left,
finally sat back again.

He looked at Liu Chuanzhi, snorted, and then looked at Han Dongmin on
the side: “Han City, this is where you are, and I will give you face.
Otherwise, if you are insulted like this in other places, I will definitely lift
my leg. Just leave.”

Han Dongmin quickly smiled and calmed down: “Haha, then I, Han
Dongmin, for the Wrilfill government and the people of Wrilfill, thank Mr.
Zhou for the face.”

“I just don’t know, this rough stone, Zhou What is the total price?” Zhou
Sheng did not answer directly, but instead asked, “Hanshi, really want to
buy this rough stone?” “Of course! Is this city still kidding you?” Han
Dongmin smiled.

Zhou Sheng replied: “Han City, this rough stone was bought by our
company at a high price from a Burmese merchant last month. It is a



material from Pakang’s old market. The whole body is covered with
pythons. There is a lingo called Shimang Jiulu. Whether it is the place of
production or the appearance, this rough stone has been rated as the
“Stone King” and the king of rough stones within our company!”
“Previously priced at 200 million Dollar!” What?

Two billion?

Hearing this price, Rao Han Dongmin’s expression changed slightly.

The funds in his hands now are only 200 million Dollar left.

If you buy it, isn’t it just this stone that will spend all the budget given by
the market?

However, Zhou Sheng’s next words shocked Han Dongmin’s face even
more.

“But Hanshi, now this rough stone has been partially cracked, and it is
obviously green. Although there is only one seam, the color that escapes
from that is enough to conclude that it is at least glass jade. So, this kind
of Under the circumstances, it is almost impossible to buy two hundred
million. At the current price, at least another fifty million will be added!”
Zhou Sheng’s words are by no means sensational.

The price of the rough stone is undoubtedly different before it is green,
and after it is green.



Just like now, the rough stone has become green, the risk of gambling
on the stone has been greatly reduced, and the natural price has to rise.

“However, if Hanshi really wants to buy, I can still pay you at the original
price. However, you must settle the payment immediately within today.”

“You also know from Hanshi that two billion is not a small amount, even if
it is delayed. For one or two days, I have to lose tens of thousands of
dollars a day for the interest alone. Therefore, we must settle it
immediately today.”

“Of course, you can also settle half of the 2437d0bc according to the
previous agreement, and settle the remaining half within half a year. .
But for the price, you have to settle at 250 million. After all, I have to
explain to the company, right? Even though Wrilfill is my hometown, if
there are too many concessions, I can’t explain it to the company. Hope
Han City understands!” Zhou Sheng said in a deep voice.
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But Han Donghai frowned: “Zhou, these two hundred million are a bit too
much. The budget given to me by the city is not two hundred million.
Your price is really unbearable for me.”

After hearing this, Zhou Sheng shook his head and sighed, “Hanshi, if
this is the case, then I am sorry. If the company is my own, how much
will I sell the rough stone to Hanshi, even if it’s free. Okay, it’s just to give
back to my hometown fathers and elders. But I still have several major
shareholders and tens of millions of shareholders behind me. So,



Hanshi, I’m really sorry.” With a sigh, Zhou Sheng picked up the stone
and turned to leave.

“Han Shi, don’t you really think about it?” “I feel that this rough stone
should be a treasure!” “Moreover, Master Liu is so excited, it’s not
impossible to be an emperor green?” Han Dongmin’s driver Meng Guang
, Spoke out to persuade.

Han Dongmin did not speak, but looked at Liu Chuanzhi, and whispered:
“Master Liu, what’s your opinion?” Liu Chuanzhi looked at the rough
stone again and nodded: “This stone has turned green, through the gap.
, I estimate that the jade is at least the glass kind of Zhengyang green.
This is guaranteed. If you are lucky, the emperor green is also possible!”
“If you buy 200 million, I cannot guarantee a big profit, but it is
impossible to lose.”

“You can enter~” Silence.

There was a long silence.

Even after hearing Liu Chuanzhi’s opinion, Han Dongmin still did not
make up his mind to buy.

Just watching Zhou Sheng asked his subordinates to pack the rough
stone carefully and prepare to take it away.



“Han Shi, make a decision soon~” “Zhou Zhou is really leaving!” The
driver Meng Guang was also anxious, for fear that his mayor would miss
this opportunity to turn over.

After all, Meng Guang also knows how much pressure Han Dongmin is
currently under, embezzling funds to bet on rocks. If he does not fill the
gap to complete the tasks in the city, even if Han Dongmin hides it well,
he will inevitably be exposed.

At that time, the consequences would be disastrous.

And now, it is almost Han Dongmin’s last chance to stand up.

Zhou Sheng had already begun to transport the stone, and Han
Dongmin remained silent.

He glanced at Liu Chuanzhi again. Liu Chuanzhi ignored Han Dongmin
this time, but turned around and sat back on the sofa.

“If Han Shi doesn’t believe me, it’s fine. But in a word, if you don’t buy
this stone, you will regret it.”



Hearing this, Han Dongmin finally made up his mind.

He immediately turned around and looked back at Zhou Sheng, who had
already walked to the door, just as Han Dongmin said “I bought this
stone” and was about to export.

A faint sneer came from a corner of the room.

“Nonsense!” Dead silence.

Deathly silence.

As these words fell, the whole room was quiet for a while.

Only, the breeze swept!

This sudden sound shocked everyone.

Han Dongmin froze in place, Liu Chuanzhi’s expression was startled,
even Zhou Sheng, who had already reached the door, stopped and
frowned.

Immediately!

Swishw~ Several eyes looked together.

I saw a thin young man standing quietly by the window, and his faint
voice continued to sound.



“Han Shi, if you don’t buy this stone, you regret it for a while.”

“But if you buy it, you will regret it for a lifetime!” When saying this, the
thin man always turned his back to the crowd and stood at the window.
At the same time, with his back to everyone, his hands in his pockets, he
looked out the window lightly.

The low voice followed the breeze and spread throughout the room.

After seeing the scene before them, everyone’s complexion suddenly
sank, and there was almost a rising anger in their hearts.

They don’t even bother to read it!

what is this?

Is despising 9318a11e!

It’s a naked contempt for everyone present!

It was as if they were telling everyone that they didn’t even have the
qualifications to let him look straight.

Especially Liu Chuanzhi, his old face sank as deep as water!

As soon as he finished speaking, he immediately replied, nonsense!

Moreover, he said it in such an arrogant and contemptuous tone.



what is this?

This is not a slap, this is a kick!

It was an extreme provocation to his majesty Liu Chuanzhi!

This makes Liu Chuanzhi, who has always been a domineering blessing,
how to bear it?

This sudden sound shocked everyone.

Han Dongmin froze in place, Liu Chuanzhi’s expression was startled,
even Zhou Sheng, who had already reached the door, stopped and
frowned.

Immediately!

Swishw~ Several eyes looked together.

I saw a thin young man standing quietly by the window, and his faint
voice continued to sound.

“Han Shi, if you don’t buy this stone, you regret it for a while.”

“But if you buy it, you will regret it for a lifetime!” When he said this, the
thin man always turned his back to the crowd and stood at the window.
At the same time, with his back to everyone, his hands in his pockets, he
looked out the window faintly.



The low voice followed the breeze and spread throughout the room.

After seeing the scene before them, everyone’s complexion suddenly
sank, and there was almost a rising anger in their hearts.

They don’t even bother to read it!

what is this?

Is despising 9318a11e!

It’s a naked contempt for everyone present!

It was as if they were telling everyone that they didn’t even have the
qualifications to let him look straight.

Especially Liu Chuanzhi, his old face sank as deep as water!

As soon as he finished speaking, he immediately replied, nonsense!

Moreover, he said it in such an arrogant and contemptuous tone.

what is this?

This is not a slap, this is a kick!

It was an extreme provocation to his majesty Liu Chuanzhi!



This makes Liu Chuanzhi, who has always been a domineering blessing,
how to bear it?

This sudden sound shocked everyone.

Han Dongmin froze in place, Liu Chuanzhi’s expression was startled,
even Zhou Sheng, who had already reached the door, stopped and
frowned.

Immediately!

Swishw~ Several eyes looked together.

I saw a thin young man standing quietly by the window, and his faint
voice continued to sound.

“Han Shi, if you don’t buy this stone, you regret it for a while.”

“But if you buy it, you will regret it for a lifetime!” When he said this, the
thin man always turned his back to the crowd and stood at the window.
At the same time, with his back to everyone, his hands in his pockets, he
looked out the window faintly.

The low voice followed the breeze and spread throughout the room.

After seeing the scene before them, everyone’s complexion suddenly
sank, and there was almost a rising anger in their hearts.



They don’t even bother to read it!

what is this?

Is despising 9318a11e!

It’s a naked contempt for everyone present!

It was as if they were telling everyone that they didn’t even have the
qualifications to let him look straight.

Especially Liu Chuanzhi, his old face sank as deep as water!

As soon as he finished speaking, he immediately replied, nonsense!

Moreover, he said it in such an arrogant and contemptuous tone.

what is this?

This is not a slap, this is a kick!

It was an extreme provocation to his majesty Liu Chuanzhi!

This makes Liu Chuanzhi, who has always been a domineering blessing,
how to bear it?
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However, before Liu Chuanzhi was angry, Han Dongmin was the first to
blow up.

Boom~ Just hearing a muffled sound, Han Dongmin stood up with a slap
on the table, and said angrily to Mark and others: “Why haven’t you left?”
Han Dongmin was very angry.

He thought that these people would naturally leave by themselves after
talking about his son Han Shaojie just now.

But Han Dongmin didn’t expect that these bastards hadn’t even rolled
out yet, and now they are bolder than just interrupting their affairs, and
even speaking outrageously to offend Master Liu?

He Han Dongmin can survive this disaster, but he counts on Master Liu
alone.



If it was because of Mark’s offense, Master Liu would go angrily and ruin
his major event. By then, Han Dongmin would be too late to cry!

Therefore, when Mark interrupted indiscriminately to offend Master Liu,
Han Dongmin was naturally angry!

“You are not a good thing, look at the friends you made with friends?”
“Don’t take them to me!” “Net to add chaos to me!” In furious, Han
Dongmin kicked Han Shaojie to the ground.

Mark and Greg Shen are outsiders after all. As the deputy mayor, he is
naturally not easy to deal with outsiders.

But Han Shaojie’s son, Han Dongmin naturally has no scruples.

Kicked over with a kick.

During this time, he was bored, because of the jade purchase.

But as an unfilial son, he couldn’t share his worries for himself. He also
found a few hu-peng-gou friends to pretend to be masters. Isn’t this
messing him up?

Han Shaojie was almost crying at this time, and said aggrieved: “Dad, I
really didn’t mess with you. My Brother Mark is really a master in the
world of betting on the stone world, and he really drove Emperor
Green~” “Yes, although I am Brother Mark was born in the country and
became his son-in-law, but you can’t look down on people so much. My
brother Mark is very powerful.”



Hearing Han Dongmin and others contempt and insult her brother Mark
so much, Lu Wenjing finally couldn’t help it. With a pretty face, he
shouted angrily at Han Dongmin and others.

Newborn calves are not afraid of tigers!

When Lu Wenjing said these words, he was only thinking about
protecting Mark’s face, and didn’t think much about it at all.

But when he heard this, Greg Shen slapped his thigh next to him: “This
is something bad!” Sure enough~

When they learned that the young man who claimed to be Master Ye
was actually a hillbilly or a son-in-law, the disdain in everyone’s eyes was
even worse. Zhou Sheng and others looked at Mark with a bit of joking
and sneer.

They thought that no matter how bad Mark was, he should be like Greg
Shen, Han Shaojie, etc., a rich boy?

After doing it for a long time, it turned out to be a turtle in the country!

No wonder the clothes are so poor.

“Dad, listen to me. Although my Brother Mark was born a bit short,
but…”

“But your father is tall!” Han Dongmin was naturally even more angry,
and even scolded himself when he was so cruel. I explained, a country



boy, you dare to pretend to be a master for me, and see if I break your
leg today!” In a rage, Han Dongmin wanted to teach his son again.

At this time, Assistant Xiao Liu quickly grabbed Han Dongmin and told
him not to beat Han Shaojie. Shaojie was also a filial piety, but he was
deceived.

At the same time, assistant Xiao Liu looked back at Mark and said
anxiously: “What are you doing in a daze? Hurry up and apologize to
Master Liu.”

“Master Liu has a large number of adults, so naturally you won’t see you
as a junior.”

“Otherwise, not only you can’t eat, but Shaojie will be punished with
you!”
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Seeing this situation, Lu Wenjing’s face suddenly turned pale.



Then she looked at Greg Shen, who was pulling her to hide at the door
and was ready to run away. He choked with guilt and said: “Brother Greg
Shen, did I say something wrong?” Greg Shen sighed, “Quiet, leave it
alone, look. What’s your brother Mark doing?” But Greg Shen didn’t
expect Mark to settle today’s affairs.

After all, what Mark said just now was really overdone.

So Liu Chuanzhi is also a well-known master Jianshi in the world of
gambling. Mark has offended him in such a way that Han Dongmin and
others are not angry.

Thinking of this, Greg Shen couldn’t help pulling the corner of La Yefan’s
clothes.

Let him apologize and forget it.

The less trouble, the better.

But Mark sneered: “Apologize?” “Why should I apologize?” “Are you here
in Han City, to be honest, do you have to apologize too?” Ciao~ Hearing
this, Greg Shen was frightened. My face was pale, and I was so scared
to cry.

Secretly muttering Mark, why is this?

“So rigid?” “That’s the deputy mayor!” “As the saying goes, people don’t
fight against officials.”



“Brother Mark, if you play like this, I’m afraid that the second master will
not get you out of you sooner or later!” Greg Shen I’m scared to cry.

In Greg Shen’s view, although Mark is the respected Noirfork.

This name looks loud, but after all, it was only lifted by a few wealthy
businessmen.

It’s easy to get mixed up in front of ordinary people, but in the eyes of
people of Han Dongmin’s level, I am afraid that a team of armed police
will pass by, and Mark will have to be more powerful, and he must
honestly go to jail!

“Do you dare to confront me?” “I don’t know good and bad things!” At
this time, Han Dongmin was naturally even more angry. When 44a37bf4
called the security guard to drive Mark away, Liu Chuanzhi’s cold voice
came from behind him: “Han Shi “Let him say.”

“Maybe, as the son of Ling said, is this young man in front of him a
master in the world of stone gambling?” Han Dongmin suddenly said
bitterly: “Master Liu, don’t be angry, that’s all. It’s my rebellious son. How
can a kid from the country and a poor son-in-law understand high-end
things like gambling? Master Liu, take your anger, and I will chase away
these stinky bastards. Go.”

Han Dongmin was afraid that Liu Chuanzhi was really angry, so he
quickly apologized and kept saying good things.

“Han Shi, don’t.”



“Who said that you can’t have a master in the countryside? Who said
that a door-to-door son-in-law can’t be a master?” “What if this Mr. Ye is
really a hidden master?” “Master Ye is not easy to come by, so why not
give it to him? An opportunity to show performance?” “Everyone, don’t
you?” Zhou Sheng held his hands, as if watching the excitement is not
too big, his words were full of sarcasm.

The fall of his words caused the whole room to laugh.

“This…”

Han Dongmin also hesitated.

“Han Shi, it’s okay, let him say…”

“It just so happens. I’m just about to see what the master Ye has.”

“What on earth do you use to question my authority?” Liu Chuanzhi sat
on the sofa. Eyebrows were slightly closed, and that arrogant look was
so vivid.

There was a faint anger in the deep words.

Han Dongmin nodded: “It’s still a lot of Master Liu.”

At this time, Mark smiled and looked at Liu Chuanzhi and Zhou Sheng
and others: “You guys, really let me say it?” “That’s natural!” “You are
not. Call yourself Master Ye?” “Didn’t you say that I’m nonsense?” “Then
let me see if you are worthy of being a master.”



“Also tell me, where is the old man nonsense?” Liu Chuanzhi replied
coldly.

Mark nodded: “Okay, as you wish!” “Damn!” “Does this country boy really
dare to say?” “Is it really stupid or fake?” “Is it an idiot?” “A door-to-door
son-in-law, dare to do so Just?” “It’s true that a newborn calf is not afraid
of tigers!” “I’m not afraid that I won’t be able to get off the stage for a
while.”

Hearing Mark’s words, a sneer suddenly sounded in the living room.

Everyone shook their heads and smiled, looking at Mark’s gaze, even
more disdainful and sarcasm, as if they were treating an idiot.

“Han Dongmin also hesitated. “Han Shi, it’s okay, let him say.”

.

“It’s just right, I also want to see what the master Ye has.

“What on earth do you use to question my authority?”

“Liu Chuanzhi sat on the sofa with his eyebrows closed, his arrogant
look was so vivid. There was a faint anger in the low words. Then Han
Dongmin nodded: “Master Liu is still a large number.

“At this time, Mark smiled and looked at Liu Chuanzhi and Zhou Sheng
and others: “You guys, really let me say it?”



“That’s natural!”

“Aren’t you calling yourself Master Ye?”

“Aren’t you talking about my nonsense?”

“Then let me see if you deserve to be called a master.”

“Also tell me, where is the old man nonsense?”

Liu Chuanzhi replied coldly. Mark nodded: “Okay, as you wish!”

“F*ck me!”

“Does this country boy really dare to say?”

“Is it really stupid or fake?”

“Idiot?”

“A door-to-door son-in-law, dare to be so tough?”

“It’s true that a newborn calf is not afraid of tigers!”

“I’m not afraid that I won’t be able to get off stage for a while.”



Hearing Mark’s words, there was a snorting sound in the living room.
Everyone shook their heads and smiled, looking at Mark’s gaze, even
more disdainful and sarcasm, as if they were treating an idiot.

“Han Dongmin also hesitated. “Han Shi, it’s okay, let him say.”

.

“It’s just right, I also want to see what the master Ye has.

“What on earth do you use to question my authority?”

Liu Chuanzhi sat on the sofa with his eyebrows slightly closed, his
arrogant look was so vivid. In the low words, there was a faint anger.
Han Dongmin nodded: “It’s still a large number of Master Liu.

“At this time, Mark smiled and looked at Liu Chuanzhi and Zhou Sheng
and others: “You guys, really let me say it?”

“That’s natural!”

“Aren’t you calling yourself Master Ye?”

“Aren’t you talking about my nonsense?”

“Then let me see if you deserve to be called a master.”

“Also tell me, where is the old man nonsense?”



Liu Chuanzhi replied coldly. Mark nodded: “Okay, as you wish!”

“F*ck me!”

“Does this country boy really dare to say?”

“Is it really stupid or fake?”

“Idiot?”

“A door-to-door son-in-law, dare to be so tough?”

“It’s true that a newborn calf is not afraid of tigers!”

“I’m not afraid that I won’t be able to get off stage for a while.”

Hearing Mark’s words, there was a snorting sound in the living room.
Everyone shook their heads and smiled, looking at Mark’s gaze, even
more disdainful and sarcasm, as if they were treating an idiot.

“Is it really stupid or fake?” “Is it an idiot?” “A door-to-door son-in-law,
dare to be so stupid?” “It’s really a newborn calf who is not afraid of
tigers!” “I’m not afraid that I won’t be able to get off the stage for a while.”

Hearing what Mark said, In the living room, there was a sneer.

Everyone shook their heads and smiled, looking at Mark’s gaze, even
more disdainful and sarcasm, as if they were treating an idiot.




